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The cooling load and coefficient of performance (COP) characteristic of an energy selective electron (ESE) refrigerator with filter heat
conduction operating in the maximum cooling load regime and the intermediate regime (i.e. between maximum cooling load operation and
reversible operation) are analyzed in this paper. In the analyses, the analytical formulae for cooling load and COP of the ESE refrigerator are
derived for the two operation regimes, respectively. The performance characteristics are obtained by numerical calculations. The influence
of the resonance widths on the performance of the ESE refrigerator in the intermediate regime is discussed. It is shown that, in the maximum
cooling load operation regime, when the filter heat transfer is taken into account, the cooling load versus COP characteristic change from
monotonic curves (without filter heat conduction) to parabolic-like ones (with filter heat conduction); while in the intermediate regime, the
cooling load versus COP characteristic are always loop-shaped ones and the heat conduction of the filter does not change the shape of the
characteristic curves. The cooling load is a parabolic-like function of resonance width while the COP is a monotonic one of resonance
width. With the increase in thermal conductivity, the COP decreases in both operation regimes. The results obtained herein have theoretical
significance for the understanding of thermodynamic performance of the micro-nano devices.
Keywords: Energy selective electron (ESE) refrigerator; cooling load; COP; performance characteristic.
Se analizan en este trabajo la carga de enfriamiento y el coeficiente de desempeño (COP, por sus siglas en inglés) de un refrigerador de
selección de energı́a electrónica (ESE, por sus siglas en inglés), con filtro de conducción de calor, operando en el régimen de máxima carga
de enfriamiento y en el régimen intermedio (i.e. entre la operación a máxima carga de enfriamiento y la operación reversible). Se deducen
analı́ticamente fórmulas para la carga de enfriamiento y el COP del refrigerador ESE, bajo los dos regı́menes de operación, respectivamente.
Se obtienen, mediante cálculos numéricos, las caracterı́sticas de funcionamiento. Se discute la influencia de los anchos de resonancia en el
desempeño del refrigerador ESE en el régimen intermedio. Se demuestra que, en el régimen de operación a máxima carga de enfriamiento,
cuando se toma en cuenta el filtro de transferencia de calor, la carga de enfriamiento versus el COP cambia de una curva monotónica (sin
filtro de calor de conducción) a curvas de tipo parabólico (con filtro de calor de conducción); en cambio, en el régimen intermedio, la carga
de enfriamiento versus el COP son siempre curvas en forma de bucle y la conducción de calor del filtro no cambia la forma de las curvas
caracterı́sticas. La carga de enfriamiento es una función en forma de parábola del ancho de resonancia, mientras que el COP es una función
monótona del ancho de resonancia. El COP decrece en ambos regı́menes de operación, al aumentar la conductividad térmica. Los resultados
que aquı́ se obtienen son teóricamente significativos para la comprensión del desempeño termodinámico de micro-nano dispositivos.
Descriptores: Refrigerador de selección de energı́a electrónica; carga refrigerante; COP; desempeño caracterı́stico.
PACS: 84.50.+d; 05.70.Ln; 84.30.Vn; 05.40.Jc

1.

Introduction

The energetics of electronic systems is interesting. Under certain conditions, electronic systems can behave as
heat engines, refrigerators or heat pumps, including thermoelectric power generators and refrigerators [1-6], thermionic
power generators and refrigerators [7-16], Brownian motors [17-23], and so on. Heat transfer is achieved by moving high energy electrons from one reservoir to the other
for the thermoelectric and thermionic systems, and all the
devices use barriers or other energy selection mechanisms
such as resonant tunneling to limit the current flowing in the
device to electrons within particular energy ranges [24,25].
On the other hand, a Brownian motor uses temperature differential [26,27] as the source of non-equilibrium to power
a ratchet, which combines asymmetry with non-equilibrium
process to generate directed particle motion.

A quantum ratchet [28-34] is another analogous mechanism, Reimann et al. [28,29] made a theoretical prediction
about the existence of the temperature dependent net current reversal for quantum particles in a rocked ratchet, and
it was observed in the experiment by Linke et al. [30] for
electrons in the ballistic transport regime. Two models of the
quantum ratchet were proposed by Yukawa et al. [31]. The
quantum ratchet phenomenon of quantum point contacts was
studied by Khrapai et al. [32,33]. Hoffmann and Linke [34]
found that a two- terminal quantum dot bridging a temperature difference can operate as a thermometer by probing the
Fermi-Dirac distributions of the electron gas on both sides
of the quantum dot and they discussed the three different
operation regimes of the device. Based on the experimental work [30,35-37] on the quantum ratchet, Humphrey et
al. [38] and Linke et al. [39,40] investigated the behavior of the quantum ratchet acting as a heat pump. Further,
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Humphrey et al. [41] proposed a novel mechanism of the
quantum Brownian engine model for electrons. This mechanism combines the energy selective property of thermoelectric and thermionic systems with the temperature differential
driving property of Brownian engines, and it was termed an
energy selection electron (ESE) engine [42]. The ESE engine utilizes a temperature difference between two electron
reservoirs to transport high energy electrons against an electrochemical potential gradient. The electrons are transported
between the two reservoirs through an energy filter, which
freely transmits electrons in a specified energy range and
blocks the transport of all others. Depending on the direction of electron transportation, the ESE engine could behave
as a refrigerator or heat engine. It was shown that the ESE refrigerator and heat engine could operate reversibly when the
energy of the filter was suited at which the Fermi distributions in the two reservoirs had the same value [41]. This was
called the reversible regime of operation of the ESE engine.
In the past 30 years, much progress has been made in
the analyses of conventional macroscopic energy conversion systems using the theory of finite time thermodynamics
(FTT) [43-52]. Recently, the method of FTT has also been
used to analyze the optimum performance of microscopic
systems such as the Brownian ratchet [53-57], the quantum
ratchet [58] and electron engines [42,59] Velasco et al. [53]
and Tu [54] studied the optimal performance of the Feynman engine using the theory of FTT. And the optimum performance of thermal Brownian motors was also investigated
by some authors [55-57]. Esposito et al. [58] identified the
operational conditions for maximum power of a nanothermoelectric engine consisting of a quantum dot embedded between two leads at different temperatures and chemical potentials, and found that the thermoelectric efficiency at maximum power agrees with the expression for CurzonAhlborn
efficiency [59] up to quadratic terms. Humphrey [42] analyzed the optimal performance of the ESE refrigerator operating in the maximum cooling load regime and the intermediate operation condition (i.e. between the maximum cooling
load operation and the reversible operation), respectively. He
et al. [60] studied the optimum performance of an ESE refrigerator with heat leaks in the intermediate operation regime
Such energy selective systems are of theoretical significance to thermionic devices, such as thermionic refrigerators
and power generators. Thermionic refrigerators and power
generators are actually energy selective systems, for they utilize an energy barrier to selectively transmit high energy electrons ballistically between reservoirs. Because of the lack of
a kind of barrier material with a sufficiently low work function [7,8], traditional thermionic devices with macroscopic
gaps between emitter and collector plates are limited to very
high temperature applications. Nanostructures are being investigated in an attempt to develop thermionic devices that
can refrigerate or generate power at a low temperature [9,10],
and successful solid-state thermionic cooling of up to a few
degrees has been reported [61,62]. The transmission of electrons in these nanostructure devices share the same way as

the ESE system discussed in this paper. The results obtained
in Refs. 41 and 42 in regard to the ESE systems have already
been applied to the studies of thermoelectric and thermionic
systems [14,15,63-67].
Previous research [68-70] has shown that the heat conduction by the barrier material is of great importance for the
performance of electron energy devices, such as thermoelectric and thermionic refrigerators and power generators. However, results about the ESE refrigerator model in Refs. 41
and 42 are obtained without considering the heat conduction
due to the propagation of phonons. Thus, based on Refs. 41
and 42, a further step made in this paper is to take into account the heat conduction of the energy filter via phonons for
the ESE refrigerator, and to analyze its overall cooling load
and COP characteristic. In the analyses, performance of the
refrigerator operating in the maximum cooling load regime
and the intermediate regime are discussed, respectively. The
influence of the resonance widths on the cooling load and
COP performance of the ESE refrigerator in the intermediate
regime is discussed. Numerical examples show that when the
filter heat transfer is taken into account, the characteristic of
cooling load versus COP will change from monotonic ones
to parabolic-like ones in the maximum cooling load regime,
while in the intermediate regime, the curves of cooling load
versus COP are always loop-shaped ones, and with the increase in thermal conductivity, the COP decreases in both
operation regimes.

2.

Model of ESE refrigerator

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of an ESE refrigerator with filter heat transfer via phonons. It consists of
two infinitely large electron reservoirs and an energy filter.
The two reservoirs have different temperatures and chemical

F IGURE 1. Schematic diagram of the ESE refrigerator with filter
heat conduction via phonons.
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potentials, where TC and TH are the temperatures of cold and
hot reservoirs, and µC and µH are the chemical potentials of
cold and hot reservoirs. They interact with each other only
via the energy filter which freely transmits electrons with a
specified range of energies. Meanwhile, the filter itself has
a thermal conductivity kf due to the propagation of phonons
and contributes to the heat transfer between the two reservoirs. In Fig. 1, E is the central energy and ∆E is the energy
range of the electrons transmitted through the filter, and eV0
is a bias voltage that is applied to the hot reservoir.
According to the above description for the model, one
can conclude that the heat transfer between the two reservoirs
consists of two parts: one is the heat that is transferred by the
electrons transmitted through the filter, and the other is that
transferred by the filter itself via the transport of phonons.
Over an infinitesimal energy range δE, the rate of the received heat of the hot reservoir and the rate of released heat
of the cold reservoir by the transmitted electrons are [41,42]
2
q̇He = (E − µH )(fC − fH )δE
(1)
h
2
q̇Ce = (E − µC )(fC − fH )δE
(2)
h
where h is Plank constant, fC and fH the Fermi distributions
of electrons in the cold and hot reservoirs,
1
fC =
(E−µ
C )/(kTC )
1+e
1
fH =
(3)
(E−µ
H )/(kTH )
1+e
where k is Boltzman’s constant.
While the rate of heat transferred from the hot reservoir
to the cold reservoir by the filter itself is
Q̇f = kf (TH − TC )

(4)

Equation (4) is similar to the bypass heat
leakages of a conventional heat engine [71]
and refrigerator [72] provided by Bejan [71,72].
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According to Ref. 41, the ESE refrigerator could operate reversibly when the energy of the filter is suited to
E0 = (TH µC − TC µH )/(TH − TC ), at which the Fermi distributions in the reservoirs have the same value. The transfer
of electrons in this condition will not result in an increase in
the entropy of the system. This is the reversible operation
regime of the ESE refrigerator.

3.

Performance in the maximum cooling load
operation regime

It is shown in Ref. 42 that, in the energy range of µC <E<E0 ,
electrons contribute positively to the refrigeration of the refrigerator. So, in order to get the maximum cooling load, only
electrons with energies between µC and E0 should participate in the transport, and all others should be blocked. Thus,
the rates of heat transferred by electrons at maximum cooling
load conditions are
ZE0
Q̇He =

q̇He
µC

ZE0
Q̇Ce =

q̇Ce
µC

2
=
h
2
=
h

ZE0
(E − µH )(fC − fH )dE

(5)

µC

ZE0
(E − µC )(fC − fH )dE

(6)

µC

Combining Eqs. (4) to (6) gives the total increased
amount (Q̇H ) of heat of hot reservoir per unit time and the
total lost amount (Q̇C ) of heat of cold reservoir per unit time
Q̇H = Q̇He − Q̇f ,

Q̇C = Q̇Ce − Q̇f

(7)

Using the first law of thermodynamics and combining
Eqs. (4) to (7), one can obtain the cooling load (Rm ) and
COP (εm ) in this regime

"
µ
¶
2
1 2
2
Rm = Q̇C =
r0 k 2 (TC2 − TC TH ) ln a + k 2 (TH
− TC2 )
ln a + g(a)
h
2
µ ¶¶
¶#
µ
µ
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
ln
+g
− k 2 TH
ln b + g(b)
− kf (TH − TC )
+ k 2 TC2
2
2
2
2
µ
¶
Rm
1 2
2
εm =
= {[r0 k 2 (TC2 − TC TH ) ln a + k 2 (TH
− TC2 )
ln a + g(a)
2
(Q̇H − Q̇C )
µ ¶¶
µ
¶#
µ
1
1 2
1 21
2
ln
+g
− k 2 TH
ln b + g(b)
+ k 2 TC2
2
2
2
2
(
µ
¶)
1
1
2
2
− hkf (TH − TC )}/ r0 (kTH − kTC ) ln a − r0 k (TH − TC ) TH ln b − TC ln
2
2
where r0 , a, b and the function g are defined, respectively, as
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(9)
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µC − µH
r0 =
,
k(TH − TC )

er0
a=
,
1 + er0

e(µC −µH )/(kTH )
b=
,
1 + e(µC −µH )/(kTH )

To illustrate the preceding analysis, numerical examples are provided. In the calculations, it is considered that
TH = 2K and TC = 1K.
Figure 2 shows the effect of the filter heat conduction on
the COP performance in the maximum cooling load regime.
It can be seen that, when kf = 0, the COP in the maximum
cooling load regime is a monotonic function of r0 and tends
to one-third of the Carnot value (1/3)TC (TH − TC ) = 1/3
for small values of (µC −µH ); when kf = 1.0×10−14 W/K,
the characteristic curves of εm − r0 are parabolic-like ones
and there exists a maximum COP (εm,m ) and the corresponding r0,εm . The maximum value of COP decreases with
the increase in filter heat conduction (i.e. the increase in thermal conductivity kf ).

Zx
g(x) =
0.5

ln t
dt
1−t

(10)

Figure 3 shows the cooling load (Rm ) versus COP (εm )
characteristic for the ESE refrigerator in the maximum cooling load regime. When there is no filter thermal conduction
in the system (kf = 0), the curve of Rm − εm is a monotonic one, as shown by curve 1 in Fig. 3. When the filter
thermal conduction is taken into account in the system, i.e.
kf = 1.0 × 10−14 W/K and kf = 2.0 × 10−14 W/K, the
curves of Rm − εm are parabolic- like ones, as shown by
curves 2 and 3 in Fig. 3. There exists an optimum cooling load (Rm,εm ) which leads to the maximum COP (εm,m ).
There are two different values of cooling load for a given
COP and the refrigerator should work at the point where the
cooling load is higher.

4.

Performance in the intermediate operation
regime

In the intermediate operation regime, electrons with a finite
energy range of ∆E around central energy E are transmitted
through the filter. The rates of heat transferred by electrons
in the intermediate operation regime conditions are [42]

Q̇He

2
=
h

E+∆E/2
Z

q̇He dE
E−∆E/2

F IGURE 2. Influence of filter heat conduction on COP εm versus
r0 characteristic in the maximum cooling load regime.

2
=
h

E+∆E/2
Z

(E − µH )(fC − fH )dE

(11)

E−∆E/2

Q̇Ce

2
=
h

E+∆E/2
Z

q̇Ce dE
E−∆E/2

2
=
h

E+∆E/2
Z

(E − µC )(fC − fH )dE

(12)

E−∆E/2

Combining Eqs. (4) and (11)-(12) gives the total increased amount (Q̇H ) of heat of hot reservoir per unit time
as well as the total lost amount (Q̇C ) of heat of cold reservoir
per unit time
F IGURE 3. Influence of filter heat conduction on cooling load Rm
versus COP εm characteristic in the maximum cooling load regime.

Q̇H = Q̇He − Q̇f ,

Q̇C = Q̇Ce − Q̇f

(13)
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ator operating in the intermediate regime are
2
Ri = Q̇C =
h

E+∆E/2
Z

(E − µC )
E−∆E/2

× (fC − fH )dE − kf (TH − TC )

.

(14)

E+∆E/2
Z

εi = Ri /(Q̇H − Q̇C ) = Ri

2(µC − µH )
E−∆E/2

× (fC − fH )/hdE

(15)

Also, numerical examples are provided to show the characteristic of the ESE refrigerator with the given values of temperatures and potential energy, i.e. TH = 2 K, TC = 1 K,
µC /k = 12 K and µH /k = 10 K.
Figure 4 shows the cooling load (Ri ) versus COP
(εi ) characteristic for the ESE refrigerator in the intermediate regime.
It is considered that the resonance
width ∆E/k = 1 K. One can see that the characteristic
curves of Ri − εi are loop-shaped ones. For different
thermal conductivities, kf =0, kf =1.0×10−14 W/K and
kf =2.0×10−14 W/K, the COP decreases with the increase in
filter heat transfer. The cooling load has a maximum (Ri,m )
Nomenclature
E
eV0
f
g
h
k
kf
Q̇
q̇
R
T
∆E
δE
Greek symbols
hline ε
µ
Subscripts
C
Ce
f
H
He
i
m

energy of electrons (J)
bias voltage
Fermi distribution of electrons
a defined function
Plank constant
Boltzmann’s constant
thermal conductivity of the filter
(W/K)
rate of heat transfer (W)
rate of heat transfer over a small energy range δE (W)
cooling load (W)
temperature (K)
resonance width (J)
a narrow energy range (J)
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with the corresponding COP (εi,Ri ). The COP also has a
maximum (εi,m ) with the corresponding cooling load (Ri,εi ).
The optimal regions of cooling load and COP for the refrigerator in the intermediate regime should be Ri,εi < Ri < Ri,m
and εi,Ri < εi < εi,m .
Figure 5 shows the cooling load (Ri ) and COP (εi ) versus resonance width ∆E/k characteristics in the intermediate
regime. In the calculations, it is considered that kf = 0 and
E/k = 13 K. The characteristic curve of Ri − ∆E/k is a
parabolic-like one as shown by curve 1 in Fig. 5. There exists the optimum resonance width (∆E/k)Ri leading to the
maximum cooling load (Ri,m ). The characteristic curve of
εi − ∆E/k is a monotonic one as shown by curve 2 in Fig. 5,
and the COP decreases with the increase of the resonance
width ∆E/k.

5.

Conclusion

The cooling load and COP characteristic of the ESE refrigerator operating in the maximum cooling load regime and the

F IGURE 4. Influence of filter heat conduction on cooling load Ri
versus COP εi characteristic in the intermediate regime.

coefficient of performance (COP)
chemical potential (J)
cold electron reservoir
received heat of the cold reservoir
energy filter
hot electron reservoir
released heat of the hot reservoir
intermediate operation regime
maximum value/maximum cooling
load operation regime

F IGURE 5. Characteristic curves of cooling load Ri and COP εi
versus resonance width ∆E/k characteristics in the intermediate
regime.
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intermediate regime are studied in this paper. In the analysis, heat transfer of the energy filter via the propagation of
phonons is taken into account. The analytical formulae for
cooling load and COP of the ESE refrigerator are derived for
the two regimes. Numerical results show that, in the maximum cooling load operation regime, due to the existence of
energy filter heat conduction, the characteristic curve of cooling load versus COP changes from a monotonic one (without
filter heat conduction) to a parabolic-like one (with filter heat
conduction), while in the intermediate regime, the characteristic curves of cooling load versus COP are loop-shaped ones
and the heat conduction of the filter does not change the shape
of the characteristic curves. The cooling load is a paraboliclike function of resonance width while the COP is a monotonic one of resonance width. It is also indicated that, in both
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regimes, the COP decreases with the increase in filter heat
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